Name of the Tool

Newspaper Archive Historical Collections

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://newspaperarchive.com/free-newspaper-archives

Subject

Newspapers - Archives

Accessibility

On Subscription Basis

Language

English

Publisher

NewspaperARCHIVE.com

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

NewspaperARCHIVE.com is an online database of digitized newspapers. It claims to
be the world's largest newspaper archive with over 2 billion news articles, with
coverage extending from 1607 to the present from US, Canada, the UK, and 20 other
countries.

Kind of Information

NewspaperARCHIVE.com, the largest historical newspaper database online,
contains tens of millions of newspaper pages from 1607 to present. Every newspaper
in the archive is fully searchable by keyword and date, making it easy for users to
quickly explore historical content.
NewspaperARCHIVE.com is adding newspaper pages faster than anyone can search
them - with one newspaper page added every second - that's over 80,000 images a
day, or about 2.5 million pages per month.
AccessNewspaperARCHIVE is a program through which libraries, schools and other
institutions can provide their online resources to constituencies ranging from private
historical societies to local and school libraries, college campuses, or even entire
states. Hundreds of institutions worldwide are taking part in this program.
Free Newspaper Archive Historical Collections:
The millions of newspaper articles organized by a vast assortment of
categories, historical events and surnames from 1607 to present. Offering an
enormous compilation of digital collections, Newspaper Archive covers more than
400 years of history from the United States as well as many other countries… and
growing! Nowadays, it is not always easy to filter through newspaper records by
category online. Use their practical navigation system to explore newspaper
collections covering everything from significant war history to famous politicians
and musicians. These collections are featured in nine categories.
Such as,

Special Features
 It provides both, normal and advanced search facilities.

Normal search bars

Advanced search bars

 There is some Tools, Tips and Tricks
available for the searching

 Before subscribe, users can use the free
trial of seven days that will help them
to understand how it works. Click on
to use the 7Day Free trial

 They support Net Neutrality, to keep providing access to all web content to all
users irrespective of whether or not they have paid extra rates to Telco and
Cable internet access providers.

Arrangement Pattern

There are nine categories of Free Newspaper
Archive Historical Collections which are arranged
alphabetically.

Remarks

It provides newspaper archives of more than 400 years of US, Canada, UK and
twenty other countries. These are very useful source of information for the
researchers as well as for the historians.

Comparable Tools

 Newspapers.com ( https://www.newspapers.com/)
 Google News (https://news.google.com/newspapers)

Date of Access

January 04, 2017

